Fire Safety Spelling / Vocabulary Worksheet

Grades 5 to 6
Instructions: Read the paragraphs on the left (or have an adult help if needed), and then practice writing the words in the spaces on the right.


Inhalation

Smoke *inhalation* is the main cause of fire deaths. Which is why it's important to stay low where the smoke is thinnest and use the fire crawl to get out of the house as fast as you can.

Detector

Your smoke *detector* is the first line of defense against a fire. Remind your parents to check the batteries twice a year, and have your parents set it off one night after you go to bed to insure it wakes you up.

Belongings

In an actual fire, there is no time to get dressed or gather your *belongings*. So if you wake up to the sound of your smoke alarm, it doesn't matter if you're in your pajamas or even stark naked, your only mission is to get out fast!

Dioxide

Smoke is comprised of carbon *dioxide* and monoxide. These gases make you sleepy. So you can't expect that you'll smell the smoke and wake up...smelling smoke puts you into a deeper sleep! That's why a smoke alarm is so important.

Emergency

All kids should practice the escape routes from their house. Know at least 2 ways you can get out of every room in your house in the case of an *emergency*.